Wadi el-Gurud (Western Valley of the Kings)

The Tomb of Amenhetep III

The Tomb of Setna

The Tomb of Ay

Unfinished Shaft Tomb

Unfinished Chamber Tomb

Main entrance was blocked and hidden; now excavated, rival archaeologists camped nearby.
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Ancient Tomb Robbers' Tunnel (entrance hidden; must be dug out)

Slight ridge offers some cover between main entrance and tomb robbers' entrance—but not much!

a) Sloping corridor
b) Pit trap covered by papyrus painted to look like stone floor
c) Level room
d) Steeply sloping corridor; chamber above archway between (c) & (d) holds large boulder; restraints will let go when trap triggered by pressure plate in sloping corridor (d)
e) Pillared room; if boulder trap triggered, boulder will lodge between pillars
f) Steep stairs down (6 steps)
g) Room may be empty, or contain mysterious (possibly dangerous) beetles, or oil/fire trap, or whatever
h) Steep stairs up to secret door to Six Pillar Room

Scrolls of the Book of Life are in the (otherwise empty) sarcophagus in the True Tomb
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